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The Vail Landslide is located on the north slope of the 
Gore Creek Valley, opposite the Vail golf course, one mile 
east of the Interstate-70 Vail interchange. Over the past 
several spring runoff seasons, movements at this location 
have been slowly becoming more evident, raising the 
possibility of a catastrophic failure, which would 
effectively cut the Interstate 70 and the frontage road 
(both located in the 200-250 feet between the slide and Gore 
Creek). This would cause major access difficulties for both 
local and through traffic along this corridor. Accordingly, 
the Colorado Department of Highways initiated this study to 
determine the characteristics of the slide, risks associated 
with it and possible stabilization measures.
The landslide is formed by debris material from the 
Minturn Formation cliffs above and behind the slide, and 
overlying glacial deposits of Bull Lake and Pinedale ages. 
It is part of an older, prehistoric, post-glacial landslide 
whose lower part appears to have been reactivated by the 
construction of Interstate 70.
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The slide characteristics and geometry were defined 
using plane table mapping techniques, installation of 
movement control lines and use of Electronic Distance Meter 
(EDM) measurements. The potentiometric surface was 
investigated by measuring the water table levels at six 
observation wells, but the data obtained with this method 
were not considered to be representative of the real 
moisture conditions of the slide. Rather, it seems that the 
observation wells acted as vertical drains, taking the water 
from the slide mass into the underlying gravels, and not 
giving information about the piezometric levels within 
either the slide mass or the gravels. The subsurface geology 
and geometry of the slide was interpreted by combining all 
available information.
After analyzing the data obtained in the field, it was 
seen that the slide is formed by two different zones with 
different characteristics and rates of movement: an eastern 
zone presenting a series of small rotational slumps, and a 
western zone with a deeper seated, bigger rotational 
failure.
Stability analysis of this western zone, using the 
STABL3 computer program, suggested that there are two 
iv
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potential groups of similar failure surfaces that could be 
causing the movements observed. One of them, typified by 
failure surface "A*’, agrees very closely with most of the 
field observations. This indicates that the assumptions made 
in the model were approximately correct. The other group of 
failure surfaces, typified by "B", is more varied and ’”B” 
itself is the most critical one encountered during the 
analysis.
Analyses of the effect of drainage in the stability of 
the slide were carried out using two different computer 
programs, and the following final recommendations were made:
1 ) Installation of new ditches along the north shoulder 
of Interstate 70 to reduce damage to the pavement subgrade 
due to saturation each spring?
2 ) Continuation and enhancement of movement and water 
table level monitoring to determine future rates of movement 




3 > Testing of values of hydraulic conductivity, 
effective porosity and strength parameters of the slide 
materials in order to refine the stability model;
4) Construction of a system of interceptor drains with 
wide diameter wells backfilled with gravels some 100-250 
feet upslope from Interstate 70 to drain the slide 
vertically into the underlying gravels; and
5) Use of horizontal drains might be used to stabilize 
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The Vail Landslide is located on the north slope of the 
Gore Creek valley, one mile east of the Interstate-70 Vail 
interchange, opposite the Vail golf course (see Figure 1 ). 
Over the past several spring runoff seasons, movements at 
this location have been slowly becoming more evident. To 
date, only routine maintenance has been required to keep the 
Interstate operational. However, in the spring of 1984, a 
mudflow occurred on the eastern flank of the slide. While 
this mudflow was but one of many in the region that spring, 
it raised the possibility of a more catastrophic failure at 
this site. Such a failure could effectively cut the 
Interstate and the frontage road and cause major access 
difficulties for both local and through traffic along this 
corridor.
Because of the potential danger involved, Mr. Robert K. 
Barrett of the Colorado Division of Highways requested 
stability studies of the Vail Landslide and of two other 
potentially unsafe sites. These three landslides sites were: 
the Vail Landslide; the Battle Mountain Landslide on Highway 
24 just south of the town of Minturn ; and the Wolcott 
Landslide, located along Interstate-70, about 16 miles west 










































three sites and the Colorado School of Mines was contracted 
to assist with these studies. Several graduate students in 
Geological Engineering under the direction of Dr. A. Keith 
Turner conducted water level and movement monitoring 
programs at each slide during 1985 spring and summer seasons 
and subsequently reported on the stability of the slides and 
potential remedial measures.
This report describes the field monitoring and 
stability analysis procedures applied to the Vail Landslide 
(see Figure 2).
.Ltd__ Effects of the Vail.JLapda 1
The Vail Landslide affects the slope north of 
Interstate-70 right-of-way, but the toe area extends into 
the highway right-of-way. As a result, the west-bound lanes 
of the Interstate have experienced some distress; the 
pavement is rising, bowing to the south, and cracking. There 
is no ditch along the north shoulder and water ponds 
extensively in this area during the spring. Water also 
ponds in the median and rushes and other similar plants, 
characteristic of wet conditions, are growing there. The 
east-bound lanes show a bowing to the south, so that the 
original straight alignment is now distorted, but do not
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Figure 2: View of the landslide from the Southwest
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show any discernible vertical displacement as is the case in 
the west-bound lanes (see Figure 3). The local frontage 
road, located to the south and at a lower elevation, shows 
no signs of distress.
1.2 Objectives
The general objectives of this study were:
a> Determination of the field conditions at the 
landslide site, including geometry, geological 
setting, physical characteristics, etc;
b) Observation and measurement of movements of the 
slide ;
c) Collection of surface and subsurface hydrological 
data ;
d) Analysis of the relationships between the 
geological, hydrological and movement data;
e) Evaluation of stability conditions of the slide 
using appropiate computer programs; and
f) Recommendation of appropriate cost-effective 
remedial actions to minimize the potential danger 
of catastrophic failure and reduce the effects of 
further movements on the highway.
ER 31 72 6
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Figure 3 : Lateral bowing of the east-bound lanes of
I nterstate-70.
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1.3 Methods of study
The study was carried out in three main phases, which 
partially overlapped :
1 ) Bibliographic research: Review of all available 
data about the area, such as geological maps, aerial 
photographs, reports and professional papers, and review of 
the available literature concerning landslide and slope 
stability analysis, control and remediation methods.
2 > Field data gathering : This phase included mapping 
the slide area, water table level measurements and movement 
monitoring.
3) Analysis of the data: The data analysis phase 
consisted of three steps, which are described in detail- 
later in this report: a) Evaluation and correlation of all 
significant data obtained both in the field and during the 
bibliographical research phase? b) Performance of a 
landslide stability analysis using the STABL3 computer 
program, and c) Evaluation of the possible remedial 
measures that could be taken in this case, and 
identification of the best and most cost-effective method.
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Two maps were produced in May and early June. A topo­
graphic map of the entire slide area was produced photogram- 
metrically at a scale of 1 :2400 (1 inch = 200 feet ) using 
aerial photographs taken expressly for this purpose. A much 
more detailed map of the lower part of the slide area was 
produced at a scale of 1:600 ( 1 inch = 50 feet > using plane 
table mapping techniques. Cracks, scarps, seepage zones, 
surface drainages, etc. were located on this map together 
with locations of observation wells, surveying points and 
stations, EDM reflectors and other main points of interest.
Hydrological conditions at the slide were observed by 
monitoring of six observation wells drilled in the area and 
observation of the location of ponds, seepage points, etc. 
Measurements were taken monthly during March and April, once 
a week during May and early June, and twice more in July and 
September.
Surface movements were monitored using several 
techniques. A series of 4 lines were established across 
portions of the slide and horizontal offsets were measured 
at intervals. An additional line was established along the 
inside edge of the pavement of the west-bound lanes and 
horizontal and vertical offsets were observed periodically.
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Electronic Distance Meter ( EDM ) measurements were taken in 
early June, July and August from a single station to a net 
of six reflectors located in the slide area.
A single inclinometer was installed in the slide and 
monitored by personnel of the Colorado Division of Highways. 
Additional data defining the location of subsurface shear 
zones was obtained by determining the location of bending in 
the casings of the observation wells. These data were 
correlated with surficial features of the slide to define 
the failure surface.
1.4 Previous work
The regional geology of this area has been studied in 
detail by Robinson and Cocham (1971), Tweto and Lovering 
(1977) and Tweto and Moench (1978). There are also several 
geotechnical reports pertaining to the construction of 
Interstate-70, specifically in the Vail Pass area, such as 
those from Barrett (1979) and Robinson (1979). Two reports 
concerning debris-flows, debris-avalanches and rockfalls in 
the Vail area were published in 1984 and 1985 (Lampiris, 
1984; Mears, 1985).
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There is a large volume of literature on slope 
stability investigations. A landmark compendium of 
landslide analysis and control procedures was developed by 
the Transportation Research Board (Schuster and Krizek, 
1978). Other important references concerning slope 
stability analysis techniques from the soil mechanics and 
civil engineering literature include Bishop (1955), Bishop 
and Morgenstern (1960), Bowles (1978), Deere and Patton 
(1971 ), Hough (1969), Morgenstern (1971 ) and Terzaghi and 
Peck (1967).
The most widely used methods of analyzing the stability 
of a slope in engineering practice are all of the type 
called "limiting equilibrium methods", where strain 
considerations and stress-strain relationships are not 
considered. All these currently used limiting equilibrium 
methods require assessment of the stability of the material 
above an assumed shear surface. A number of these assumed 
shear surfaces are analyzed to determine the "critical" one, 
the one having the least stability.
The equilibrium of the material above the shear surface 
is examined by assuming that enough shear strength is 
mobilized to maintain the slope at the verge of failure.
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The factor of safety is defined as the ratio of the 
available shear strength to the shear strength actually 
mobilized. If the slope is stable, the shear strength 
mobilized is only a portion of what is available, and the 
factor of safety will be greater than unity.
The most commonly used procedures of slope stability 
analysis (among the limiting equilibrium methods) are those 
which divide the mass above the assumed shear surface into 
slices. These are called "methods of slices" and can be 
conveniently applied to problems dealing with heterogeneous 
slope profiles. In recent years, computer programs have 
been developed to ease the computational efforts required to 
apply these methods (Siegel, 1975a; Boutrup, 1977). More 
recently, within the past few years, such computer methods 
have been modified to operate on microcomputers, such as the 
IBM-PC (Carpenter, 1985). Such programs are now widely 
available, and generally are based on one or more of the 
most common methods.
The Ordinary Method of Slices (also called Fellenius 
Method or Swedish Circle Method) is one of the simplest and 
older methods still used today. Its main characteristics 
are: it always assumes that the shear surfaces are circular,
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and its most important simplifying assumptions are that the 
interslice forces acting on each slice have no net effect 
and that the normal forces N on the base of each slice act 
at the center of each base. This assumption has been 
concluded to be inaccurate as the factor of safety values 
obtained are unreasonably low, which leads to conservative 
and uneconomical designs.
Bishop (1955) proposed an alternative method, usually 
referred to as the ’’Simplified Bishop Method”, for obtaining 
a value for the factor of safety without including the 
effect of interslice forces. The overall moment equilibrium 
is satisfied as with the Ordinary Method of Slices, but it 
uses vertical force equilibrium for each slice instead of 
the equilibrium of forces normal to the base of each slice. 
This method requires an iterative approach, as the factor of 
safety appears on both sides of the final equation. 
Nevertheless, the values of factors of safety obtained agree 
much more closely with those obtained by more accurate 
methods considering interslice forces.
Janbu (1954 ) developed a method of analyzing the 
stability of slopes assuming shear surfaces of general 
shape. The procedure is generally referred to as ’’Janbu’s
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Generalized Procedure of Slices” and is based upon 
differential equations which govern moment and force 
equilibrium of the mass above an assumed shear surface. 
This method takes into account the interslice forces, and, 
like the Simplified Bishop Method, requires an iterative 
approach to the solution due to the presence of the factor 
of safety in both sides of the final equation. It also 
differs from Bishop's method in that it uses overall 
horizontal force equilibrium instead of overall moment 
equilibrium.
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2s_Q__ gEQJUXUCAL SETTING
2.».1__ Regional Geology
The area of study lies between the Gore and Sawatch 
Ranges and is part of a broad, only moderately deformed zone 
of folded and faulted Paleozoic sedimentary rocks. The 
slide area is located on the east limb of the Vail 
Syncline, a north-trending, doubly-plunging syncline. The 
Vail Syncline is longitudinally faulted by the Spraddle 
Creek fault zone to the west of the slide, but one fault 
splinter probably forms the east margin of the slide (see 
Figure 4).
In this area, bedrock is formed by the Minturn 
Formation, of Middle Pennsylvanian age. It consists of 
gray, pale yellow and red sandstone, conglomerate and shale, 
and scattered beds and reefs of carbonate rocks. In general 
the units are highly arkosic, micaceous, coarse grained and 
poorly sorted (see Figure 4). It is inferred to be marine­
margin piedmont deposits derived from a highland east of the 
Gore fault. The Minturn Formation has an estimated 
thickness in its type section of up to 6300 feet. The slide 
area is located approximately on the middle section of the
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of grit, sandstone, shale and siltstone, mostly in thin 
beds. The Clastic Unit E has a thickness of approximately 
1100 feet and begins about 2500 feet above the base of the 
formation. Locating the slide area in the type section of 
the Minturn Formation is possible because a marker bed, the 
Robinson Limestone Member (Pmrc in Figure 4; from Tweto, 
1977) is observable a few hundred feet above the head of the 
landslide.
S.t.2._ GJaQi.al. Hi st.pry
Tbe present topography of the area is a legacy of the 
Pleistocene glaciations. Only the older Bull Lake glaciers 
extended down the main valley of Gore Creek past the slide 
site (Tweto and Lovering, 1977). The Bull Lake glaciation 
involved two stages or stades. In general the glaciers of 
the earliest stade extended farther down the valleys than 
those of the later one, but in those areas affected by both 
stades, the ice of the later stade usually reached higher 
levels on the valley walls than in the earlier one. At the 
landslide location, the Bull Lake deposits rise in the 
valley wall to an elevation of about 9000 feet, about 800 
feet above the present valley floor (Tweto and Lovering, 
1977). The ice of the earlier stade extended past the slide 
about four miles to a terminal moraine area. The glaciers of
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the later stade were about two miles shorter and extended to 
a terminal moraine area in the vicinity of Red Sandstone 
Creek, about two miles west of the slide.
The younger Pinedale Glaciation did not directly affect 
the study area because the glaciers did not extend into the 
main Gore Creek Valley. Howeever, deposits from its derived 
valley train rise to an elevation of about 8350 feet on the 
valley wall, or about 150 feet above the present valley 
floor (Tweto and Lovering, 1977).
2.3 Prehistoric Landslide
Analysis of the data described in the following 
sections indicates that the movement affecting Interstate-70 
represents a reactivation of an older, prehistoric, post­
Pinedale landslide. This older landslide appears to have 
resulted from failure of the oversteepened Minturn Formation 
valley walls. The failure appears to coincide with where 
the rock was weakened by the Spraddle Fault zone.
Plate 1 shows the reconstructed series of events that 
are assumed to have taken place at this location. This 
plate shows schematically three stages in the evolution of 
the Gore Creek Valley from pre-Bul1 Lake to post-Pinedale 
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times. The final stage, shown in more detail as Plate 2, 
was developed to explain the known surficial and subsurface 
geological features of the landslide. It was used to define 
a general cross-section of the slide which was required for 
the computer analysis of landslide stability and evaluation 
of remedial measures.
The lack of surface movement features in the field led 
to the assumption that the higher portions of the 
prehistoric slide were not moving at this time, and 
therefore only the lower part was included in the geologic 
model prepared as part of the initial stage of the data 
analysis. The interpreted geology and geometry of the study 
area used henceforth as a base for the modeling of the slide 
can be seen in Plate 3.
2.4 Description of Landslide Materials
The slide materials, as seen in the previous section, 
are derived from the various units of the Minturn Formation 
forming the cliffs above and behind the slide. Drilling 
undertaken during this study has determined that the lower 
reaches of this slide, at least, have overridden gravels 
which are believed to be out-wash from the Pinedale 
glaciation. In this respect, the slide is similar to the
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Whiskey Creek Slide located a few miles to the west and it 
is probably due to the reactivation of the lower part of the 
older slide by the construction of Interstate-70 through its 
toe area < Tweto and Lovering, 1977).
The drilling logs (see Appendix A) show that the slide 
materials consist mostly of sand and sandstone (about 45 
percent ) with numerous pieces of limestones <15 percent ) and 
gravels (20 percent) intermixed with some clays (10 percent) 
and silts (10 percent ), which corresponds with what could be 
expected from broken down material from the Minturn 
Formation. According to this approximate composition, 
values of the dry unit weight and saturated unit weight of 
100 and 120 pcf respectively were assumed for these 
materials.
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3.0 FIELD INVESTIGATIONS AT THE VAIL LANDSLIDE
The field investigations carried out at the Vail 
Landslide included four activities :
1) Installation of observation wells;
2) Mapping;
3 > Hydrologic observations ; and
4 ) Movement monitoring.
3.1 Installation of the observation wells
Field activities at the Vail Landslide began in 
December, 1984, when the Colorado Division of highways
started drilling six observation wells, including one 
inclinometer installation, that were to be used in this 
study. Because of the difficulties of access to the 
selected points due to steep slopes and abundant snow cover, 
the drilling program was not finished until early April, 
1985.
Since the observation wells installed first were 
impossible to reach and/or find due to the deep snow during 
the winter, monitoring did not actually begin until March,
1985. Intensive surveying and monitoring activities were 
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carried out during a six week period in May and early June, 
when the movements were expected to be at their highest rate 
due to snowmelt. Sporadic observation continued until 
September, 1985.
The six installed observation wells are identified in 
Plate 5 and Figure 5 as P-1 through P-6. Those higher up in 
the slope, (P-4, P-5 and P-6> were drilled in December 1984 
and January 1985, while holes P-1, P-2 and P-3 were drilled 
during March and April, 1985. The holes were drilled using 
a 4 - inch rotary bit with compressed air used to flush the 
cuttings. All of them, except P-3, were cased with half­
inch inside-diameter steel pipe, and the anulus was 
backfilled with sand and capped with bentonite. The incli­
nometer boring, P-3, was cased with one hundred and eighty 
eight (188) feet of Sinco 3-inch PVC inclinometer pipe and 
backfilled with a concrete slurry to within a few feet of 
the surface. Well logs were recorded by Mr. D. Pitts of the 
Colorado Division of Highways and can be found in 
Appendix A.
For reasons unknown, records were not kept on the 
perforated sections of any of the well casings, and some may 
not have been perforated at all. Also it is not known if
















Figure 5: Location of observation wells
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the wells were properly developed before monitoring began. 
Therefore, it is not known how representative of the actual 
moisture conditions of the landslide material the 
measurements taken on these observation wells really are. 
The significance of this lack of reliable data on the 
groundwater conditions in the slide will be discussed later.
2*2__ Mapping
Mapping was done at several scales. In early June, a 
topographic map of the entire slide area was produced at a 
scale of 1:2400 (1 inch = 200 feet) with five feet
contours by Air Photo Surveys & Global Engineering Inc., 
Grand Junction, Colorado. The mapping used aerial 
photographs taken expressly for this purpose. The map was 
redrafted to improve its legibility and is included as 
Plate 4.
The lower part of the Vail Landslide is the only part 
more or less accessible on the ground. The portion from 
Gore Creek to the begining of the heavily forested middle 
and upper levels of the slide was mapped using plane table 
techniques by the author and Mr. John Post of the Colorado 
Division of Highways during the early part of May. This map
was produced at a scale of 1:600 (1 inch 50 feet) with a
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10 foot contour interval. This map included not only the 
topography and landmarks such as Interstate-70, the frontage 
road and Gore Creek, but also all other elements relevant to 
the study, such as scarps, cracks, seepage points, surface 
drainages, etc., and also the location of the observation 
wells, survey points and stations, EDM reflectors, etc. 
This map was intended to complement the photogrammetrically 
developed topographic base map of the entire landslide.
The two maps were subsequently tied together and 
correlated through the use of the Autotrol CAD system 
belonging to the Colorado School of Mines. To do this, both 
maps were digitized, superimposed and carefully compared to 
avoid divergences. A composite map was then produced, 
although only its lower part was actually used in the 
stability study. This portion is reproduced as Plate 5.
3.3 Hydrologic observations
The hydrologic observations at the landslide included 
the monitoring of both the surface and subsurface hydrology.
3.3.1 Surface hydrology:
Surface hydrology was observed and evaluated only 
qualitatively because no suitable method of quantitative 
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analysis was available. Both the surface runoff drainage 
system on the slide and the existing seepage points and 
ponding areas were identified and located in the maps. 
Three main surface drainage channels were observed in the 
slide area: one on the eastern side of the slide through the 
mudflow area, a second through the center of the slide, and 
a third near the western side (see Figure 6).
Field observations in early May suggested that the 
central stream seemed to be losing considerable amounts of 
water into the soil, as the flow was considerably larger in 
the upper parts of the slide than at the bottom. In the 
lower part of the slide, this stream veers westward and 
joins the western stream. Both leave the slide area through 
its western edge. The eastern stream flowed down the 
mudslide to the Interstate-70 shoulder where it ponded. 
This pond had a small outlet on the west side of the slide 
area and there it joined the other two before going to join 
with Gore Creek.
During the middle of May 1985, first the east and then 
the central streams dried up. The west stream also dried up 
slightly, but it still carried some water at the end of
June.
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3.3.2 Seepages and ponding :
At the beginning of May, 1985, five main seepage points 
with abundant flows, and several wet spots were observed on 
the cut slope above the west-bound lanes of Interstate 70 
(see Figures 6 and 7 ). These seepages began to dry up 
progressively from east to west, in a similiar fashion to 
the streams, so that by the beginning of June all the slope 
appeared dry.
Ponding occurred at three locations. Along the north 
shoulder of the west-bound lanes of Interstate-70, ponding 
began during snowmelt and continued until the middle of 
June. Some of the water apparently percolated under the 
west-bound lanes and some ponding was also observed in the 
median. This. water came from the eastern stream and the 
seepages along the face, and disappeared soon after these 
dried out.
A second ponding area was observed above P - 2 and 
P - 3. This ponding area, located along a small section of 
the central stream, dried up when the stream did.
A third ponding area was observed about 1400 feet 
upslope from Interstate-70, in the western half of the slide
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Figure 6: Surface Hydrology Featuresî Streams, Ponds and
Seep Areas
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Figure 7 : View of Seepages on the slope above Interstate-70.
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area. Here a small stream ponded on a flat surface and 
disappeared. There was no visible outlet in the pond. 
This third ponding area was still present in July. The 
precise location of this ponding area could not be 
determined exactly because of the dense vegetation existing 
around it, so its location is not shown in Figure 6 or Plate 
5. Nevertheless, as will be explained later this ponding 
area is potentially very significant and could greatly help 
to correctly interpret the method of failure of the Vail 
Landslide.
3.3.3 Water table level measurements :
Data on the water table levels in the slide area were 
obtained using an electric measuring device (Slope 
Indicator Co. Water Level Indicator model # 51453) in the 
six holes drilled in the area by the Colorado Department of 
Highways.
Measurements began in each hole in March or as soon as 
the drilling was completed, but in general they were carried 
out once a month during March and April. Measurements were 
taken approximately once a week or more often from May 7 to 
June 6 (seven sets of readings > and two more sets were taken 
in July 31 and September 3. Results of the water table 
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monitoring on all six observation wells can be seen in 
Table 1.
The water level elevations obtained from wells P-1, P­
2 and P-4 are quite similar and suggest a nearly horizontal 
water table located at about 10 to 12 feet below river 
level. Observation wells P-5 and P-6 remained dry through 
much of the monitoring period. The inclinometer hole P-3, 
gave markedly different results from the other holes (see 
water levels in Table 1>. It is uncertain whether this is 
due to the differences in its design and construction (it 
was designed as an inclinometer, probably with unperforated 
casing and constructed backfilled with a cement slurry 
instead of with a gravel pack), or whether these values 
represent local seepage conditions.
After examining these data, it became apparent that the 
observation well data did not adequately monitor the 
moisture conditions within the slide mass. The presence of 
the seepage zones and the apparent loss of water from the 
surface streams suggested that some saturation occurred 
within the slide, perhaps as one or more perched water 
tables. In contrast, the observation wells apparently acted 
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in them may not represent the water levels either in the 
perched water table or in the underlying gravels.
3.4 Movement monitoring
Slide movements were monitored through the use of 
several different techniques :
1) Measuring the relative displacement of points 
located in four control lines on the slide area using 
transit surveying techniques ;
2) Measuring the relative displacement of points 
located in a control line along the south shoulder of the 
west-bound lanes using transit surveying and leveling 
techniques ;
3) Evaluating differential movement in three 
dimensions using an Electronic Distance Meter (EDM> device 
and a net of six reflectors located on the slide; and
4) Evaluating subsurface movements
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3.4.1 Control Line Movements:
Four control lines labeled A, B, C, D, were installed 
on the slide area in late May. Each of these lines 
consisted of a base station and three or four control 
points. These control points were designated as A-1, A-2, 
B-1, etc., and their locations are shown on Plate 5 and 
Figure 8.
The base stations for each line were set up well off 
the slide area. A line crossing the slide from each station 
to some far off target on the other side was selected with 
the transit. Then several points were located in readily 
observable places along the line and marked with stakes. A 
nail on top of each stake marked exactly where the line of 
sight passed.
After the lines were installed, movement of the points 
in the direction normal to the line of sight was measured by 
resighting the line and measuring the offset from the nails 
to the line of sight. Also, the vertical displacement of 
each point was evaluated by measuring the change in vertical 
angle with respect to the line of sight. The main problem 
encountered with this technique was the vegetation growing 
along the line of sight. Four sets of readings on all four






















Figure 8: Location of Control Lines
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lines were taken in late May and early June and a last set 
was taken on July 31. The results of these readings are 
recorded in Appendix B.
3.4.2 Movement of the Pavement on the West-Bound Lanes : 
Another control line was set up along the south 
shoulder of the west-bound lanes of Interstate-70. Eleven 
control points, each 50 feet apart, were placed across the 
slide. These points, designated L-1 to L-13, were marked 
directly on the pavement with nails. There is a possibility 
that the end points of this line were in the active slide 
zone.
Measurements of the lateral offset of these points were 
recorded using a transit to resurvey the line. The line was 
periodically evaluated for vertical movement by running a 
level survey. The measurements were taken on a weekly basis 
during May and early June, and the results are recorded in 
Appendix B.
3.4.3 EDM Measurements :
A single Electronic Distance Meter (EDM) base station 
was installed on the Vail Golf Course, across from the slide
in the early part of May Six reflectors were installed on
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the slide. These reflectors were designated R-1 to R-6.
Their locations are shown on Plate 5 and Figure 9.
The Electronic Distance Meter permits accurate 
measurements of distances and therefore, comparing 
measurements taken on different dates, the movement of each 
reflector are reported by the instrument to within a 
hundredth of a foot. The main problem inherent in using an 
Electronic Distance Meter is applying the proper atmospheric 
correction in mountainous topography. Errors in measurement 
can be of up to plus or minus 0.2 feet due to the above 
problem. Corrections to the instrument readings must 
reflect the actual temperature and barometric pressure along 
the observed lines.. Mountainous climates are not easily 
predictable so the proper corrections needed in each case 
are difficult to determine.
Measurements were taken monthly by personnel of the 
Mountain Engineering and Land Surveying Company, Glenwood 
Springs, Colorado, approximately the first day of June, 
July, and August. These were taken using a DMC - 2 Topcon 
distance meter and a Wild T - 1 theodolite. The typical 
error reported by the company was of about 1 part in 70 - 
100 thousand, but due to the above mentioned problem of
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Figure 9: Location of EDM Reflectors and Base Station
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determining an appropriate atmospheric correction, it was 
decided that the actual potential error was probably closer 
to 1 part in 20 - 40 thousand (this also includes the 
angular measurement error of several seconds for the 
theodolite ), and therefore, taking the worst possible case, 
it was decided that a maximum error of plus or minus 0.75 
inches or 0.0625 feet was probably adequate.
The raw data obtained with the Electronic Distance 
Meter and the theodolite consists of the horizontal angle 
between a selected base line and the line of sight from the 
station to the reflector, the inclined distance between 
them, and the vertical angle between the line of sight and 
the horizontal. From these data, by using standard 
trigonometric techniques, the horizontal distance from the 
reflector to the station and the difference in elevation 
between them can readily be determined.
The results of these measurements, after being reduced 
as explained above to horizontal and vertical distances, can 
be expressed in terms of the components of movement in three 
mutually perpendicular directions, X, Y, and Z. These were 
oriented so that positive values of X are to the east, of Y 
are to the north, and of Z are up. Table 2 shows movements
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Table 2 
Movement Data from the EDM Reflectors
(+X is to the East, ♦Y is to the North and <►Z is up)
( W = in western zone; E = in eastern zone)
A - Change between 5/31/85 and 7/1/85 (June)
'Reflectors
#1 ( W ) #2(W) #3(E ) 44(E) 45(E) 46( W)
X -0.03' -0.05’ 0.03' 0.09 ’ 0.06’ -0.07’
Y -0.14’ — 0.06’ -0.34 ’ -0.45' -0.41 ’ -0.21’
z -0.01’ -0.12’ -0.36’ -0.44' 0.19’ -0.19’
B - Change between 7/1/85 and 8/2/85 (July)
Reflectors
#1(W) #2(W) 43(E) 44(E) 45(E) 46(W)
X -0.02’. -0.03’ -0.02' -0.05’ -0.01’ 0.04'
Y -0.08’ -0.06’ -0.16' -0.18’ -0.14’ -0.14’
Z -0.10' -0.04’ 0.05' 0.01' 0.08’ -0.16’
c - Cumulative change between 5/31/85 and 8/2/85
(June and July )
Reflectors
41(W) #2(W) 43( E) 44(E ) 45(E) 46( W)
X -0.05' -0.08’ 0.01’ 0.04’ 0.05’ -0.03’
Y -0.22’ -0.12* —0.50* —0.63’ -0.55' -0.35’
z -0.11 ' -0.16’ -0.31’ -0.43' 0.27' -0.35’
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obtained by comparing the values of the horizontal and 
vertical distances from different dates for each reflector. 
All movements were defined by distance changes referred to 
the initial readings obtained on May 31, 1985. Thus these
movements cover the months of June and July, 1985, which are 
subsequent to the most active landslide movement period for 
1985.
3.4.4 Inclinometer Data :
An inclinometer casing was installed in observation
well P-3. Personnel of the Colorado Division of Highways 
took measurements on April 23, May 26, May 28, and June 9.
Unfortunately, between April 23 and May 26, slide 
movements sheared the inclinometer pipe at a depth of about 
86 feet below the surface. Therefore, all measurements 
taken after the pipe sheared off were useless, and the only 
information obtained from the inclinometer was that the 
failure surface lies probably close to 86 feet below the 
surface at this location.
3.4.5 Dead-man Device Measurements:
In order to help define the shape and position of the 
potential failure surface of the slide and to complement the 
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inclinometer data, a dead-man device was used on the 
observation wells P-1, P-2, P-5 and P-6.
This device consisted of a metallic rod of about two 
and a half feet in length which was lowered, hanging from a 
thin rope, through the observation well pipes until it 
could go no further ( see Figure 10). This was assumed to be 
due to the bending of the observation well pipe at the point 






Figure 10: Dead-man Device.
(After Shine, 1985)
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4.0 ANALYSIS OF THE DATA
Data analysis was conducted in three phases :
1> Definition of movement zones.
2 > Performance of a landslide stability analysis. 
This stability analysis included first a calibration of the 
model to chose the proper strength parameters of the sliding 
mass using the STABL3 computer program (this program will be 
discussed later in more detail ). The second part consists 
of the analysis of the potential critical surfaces defined 
by STABL3 and further iterative adjustment of the model to 
fit these surfaces with actual field observations.
3 ) Evaluation of possible remedial measures and 
selection of the most appropiate and cost-effective. This 
consisted mainly of an evaluation of the effects that 
changes in the water table geometry would have on the 
stability of the landslide. These were evaluated by using a 
computer program by Hydro Search Inc., 1986, to determine 
the water table geometry existing after drainage of the 
slide mass , and then réévaluation of the slide stability 
under the new conditions using STABL3.
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4.1 Definition of movement zones
Differences in rates and directions of movement within 
the slide were readily identified. Consequently, the slide 
was divided into two zones, an eastern and a western zone, 
each having a different rate and character of movement.
4.1.1 The Eastern Zone :
The surface of the eastern zone includes a series of 
semi-circular scarps and cracks just above the cut slope 
overlooking the west-bound lanes of Interstate 70 (see 
Plate 5). They can be found at regular intervals for 200 to 
250 feet up in the slope above the crest of the excavated 
cut caused by construction of Interstate-70.
These cracks and scarps are believed to be the physical 
surface evidence of several nested small rotational slides, 
possibly of a retrogressional nature and probably due to the 
oversteepening of the slope when Interstate-70 was built and 
the face was cut. The seepage points which appeared in the 
face seem to indicate the presence of a higher, probably a 
perched water table which probably plays an important role 
in the instability of these slumps.
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The three EDM reflectors situated inside the eastern 
zone (R-3, R-4 and R-5) present a component of movement 
towards the east and a relatively large amount of downslope 
movement (see Plate 6 >. The data from the two control lines 
placed in this area help to extrapolate the possible limits 
of these small nested slides. Those points with a larger 
rate of downslope movement, such as A-1 (0.75 ft.), B-3 (1 
ft.) and B-2 (0.9 ft.), are apparently located within this 
area, while those with smaller rates such as A-2 (0.15 ft.), 
A-3 (0.08 ft.) and B-1 (0.33 ft.), are apparently located 
outside it (see Figure 9 or Plate 5).
The smaller amounts of downslope movement observed at 
A-2, A-3 and B-1 could be due to surface creep or to the 
more deep seated overall movements of the slide mass. It is 
not possible to clearly separate such causes at this time.
4.1.2 The Western Zone:
The EDM reflectors (R-1, R-2 and R-3) located in the 
western zone show a westward component of movement. Also 
their rates of movement are smaller than the rates of the 
reflectors in the eastern zone (see Table 2)
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All the observation wells in the study were located in 
this western zone. However, as discussed previously, the 
observation well data are not believed to represent the 
water conditions within the slide mass. Rather the water 
levels observed are believed to represent conditions in the 
underlying gravels. However, the observation wells were 
useful in helping define the uppermost slide failure surface 
as discussed previously.
Drawing a cross-section of the lower part of the slide 
area pasing through P - 1 and P - 6, and ploting on it the 
individual depths of assumed shearing derived from dead-man 
or inclinometer observations in P - 1 and P - 6, and the 
interpolated shearing depth between P - 2 and P - 3 (see 
Table 3 ), it can be seen that the failure surface thus 
defined appears to be nearly circular, quite deep and lies 
above the upper gravel surface and only slightly below the 
water table as defined by the levels measured in P - 1, P - 
2 and P - 4. Since this bending of the pipes excludes the 
possibility of obtaining data about the conditions of the 
pipes below it, at least when using this specific type of 
dead-man device, the data thus obtained must be considered 
as pertaining exclusively to the highest possible location
of a failure surface Therefore it does not imply that the
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assumed shear surface thus defined is the only one existing
• in the landslide.
The toe of this assumed higher failure surface 
intersects the topographic surface somewhere in the median 
between the west-and east-bound lanes of Interstate 70 (see 
Figure 11). This agrees with the observed facts, since the 
east-bound lanes show only slight horizontal bending without 
vertical displacement. This is probably due to pushing by 
the toe of the slide immediately above it. In contrast, the 
shearing pattern of cracks observed in the bulge across the 
west-bound lanes of Interstate-70 suggest that it lies 
within this landslide toe.
The movements of the points of control line L, 
alongside the south shoulder of the west-bound lanes confirm 
this location of the toe. The movements are quite 
pronounced from point L-1 to L-8, inside the slide, but are 
very small and quite similar to one another to the east from 
L-9 to L-13, outside the assumed toe (see Plate 7).
Points A-4 and D-4 did not move at all during the 
observation period (D-4 is not shown in Plate 5; it lies 




Observation Depth reached Elevation of
Well Number by dead-man Shearing
P - 1 18.33' 8228*
P - 2 70.5* 8215.75*
P - 3 (Inclinometer) 86 * 8207.75*
P - 4 No observation possible
P - 5 67.33* 8384.7*
P - 6 111.4* 8360.25*
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definite limit to the lateral extent of the landslide on 
both its eastern and western edges.
4,2 Landslide Stability Analysis
The stability analysis was conducted with the aid of 
two computer programs. The program STABL3, developed at 
Purdue University (Siegel, 1975b), was used first to define 
appropriate material strength parameters and then to define 
critical failure surfaces and their associated factors of 
safety. This program calculated the factor of safety of the 
generated failure surfaces using the Modified Janbu Method. 
A second program was used to analyze the effects of drainage 
measures on the water table geometry. This program (written 
by Hydro Search Inc., 1986) utilized Glover's solution for 
seepage into a trench . For a more detailed description of 
the characteristics and capabilities of STABL3 refer to 
Appendix C.
Therefore the steps followed during the computer 
analysis of the stability of the Vail Landslide were:
1) Identification of the initial geometry and 
physical parameters of the slide;
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2 > Sensitivity analysis to select the proper values 
for cohesion (c> and angle of internal friction (phi) for 
the slide materials;
3) Stability analysis of the landslide with STABL3 
using the parameters selected in the previous step in an 
iterative manner, in order to adjust these values to the 
observed field conditions? and
4) Analysis of the effects of drainage on the water 
table geometry and the resulting landslide stability.
4.2.1 Initial Geometry and Parameters:
Since no failure surface had been adequately identified 
in the field, a model geometry had to be generated according 
to the interpreted geology of the slide and any other signi­
ficant data. The interpreted general geologic cross-section 
in the slide area is shown in Plate 3. The approximate 
location of this coss-section is shown in Plate 5 as B - B’. 
The model surface topography and geology were taken from 
this cross-section and then slightly simplified in order to 
translate them into data that the stability analysis program 
(STABL3) could accept. Other significant data, including the 
limits of the area of potential movement according to field 
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observations from the inclinometer and dead-man devices, 
were also included in the model (see Plate 8).
The water table used in the model was prepared by 
assuming that the seepage zone present in the slope above 
Interstate-70 approximately represents the elevation at 
which the highest water table (if several?) intersects the 
slope, and further, that this water table, as a worst 
possible case, extends down to the underlying gravels and 
behaves as a typical water table in a uniform soil under 
steady seepage conditions.
The physical parameters of the slide materials required 
by STABL3 to carry out the stability analysis of the slide 
are the dry unit weight, the saturated unit weight, the 
cohesion and the internal friction angle of the materials. 
For this analysis the landslide was considered to be uniform 
and isotropic, because very little data is available about 
the actual conditions. Although this is not true, this 
assumption was deemed adequate for the purpose of this 
study. Values of 100 and 120 pcf were used for the dry and 
saturated unit weights of the materials respectively.
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4.2.2 Sensitivity Analysis :
A sensitivity analysis was carried out in order to 
determine the most appropiate values for cohesion and angle 
of friction for the stability analysis. By running STABL3 
with various values of cohesion and friction angle, which 
covered all reasonably expected values, it was possible to 
plot the resulting factors of safety of the most critical 
surface out of the one hundred such surfaces generated in 
each. This plot shows how the factor of safety varies with 
changes in cohesion (betweeen c = 0 and c = 1000 psf) and 
angle of friction (between phi = 20 and phi = 25 degrees ) 
(see Figure 12). One pair of values for cohesion and 
friction angle was chosen such that the factor of safety 
associated with it was between 0.97 or 0.98, which seemed to 
be an appropriate factor of safety because the slide had 
been failing.
This procedure is a reasonable one to follow even when 
some laboratory data on the strength parameters is available 
(in this case it was not ) because even if we had a field 
value, it is doubtful that it would be really representative 
of the whole slide mass. Therefore, a sensitivity analysis 
should always be carried out in this type of study.
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Figure 12: Results of Sensitivity Analysis.
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4.2.3 Stability Analysis :
More detailed analyses of the possible failure surfaces 
generated by STABL3 were undertaken using this pair of 
values. When the values c = 350 psf and phi = 25 degrees 
were used, the most critical surfaces generated fell into 
two distinct groups, which are shown on Plate 9 as typical 
failure surfaces A (shorter ) and B (longer).
The geometry of the shorter failure surface (A) 
generated was very similar in all runs, regardless of the 
values of c and phi used. It was also the second most 
critical surface, with a factor of safety of 0.987. This 
surface is especially important because it conforms almost 
perfectly with all the field observations. The group of 
surfaces represented by "B" was more varied. One of the 
surfaces of this group appeared in all the runs carried out 
and was the most critical surface encountered, with a factor 
of safety of 0.983. Althogh this surface is the most 
critical found during the stability analysis, no field 
evidence was found confirming its existence.
However, the ponding area mentioned before, located 
high in the slide could be due to the scarp at the crown of 
a ’*B** type failure surface. Also, while the shearing depth
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found in observation well P-6 would approximately correspond 
to an ”A” type surface, any existing ”B" surface would be 
much deeper at that location, where the dead-man device 
could not reach, and therefore we cannot know if such a 
surface exists or not. Nevertheless, it is the most 
critical surface, there is no reason to believe that in fact 
it does not exist, and it involves a much greater mass of 
material than A and therefore if it failed it would be more 
dangerous. Thus, it is safer to consider it as the most 
probable method of failure for the slide. Accordingly, the 
potential remedial measures should be evaluated mainly with 
respect to their effects on a ”B” type failure surface.
4.3 Evaluation of Remedial Measures
The next step of the investigation was to consider the 
different possible remedial measures that could be taken to 
avoid further impact on Interstate-70.
There are several possible remedial measures useful in 
general in landslides. However, many measures, such as 
retaining structures, unloading of the landslide crown, 
loading of the landslide toe and regrading of the slope,
were considered to be either impractical or prohibitively
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expensive at this location. Accordingly, the alternatives 
actually considered were: '
1) Diversion of surface runoff;
2) Horizontal drains ; and
3 ) Vertical drainage.
Diversion of surface runoff would probably be too 
expensive, since it would involve extensive digging in 
poorly accessible areas. Nevertheless, it is still being 
considered as a potential remedial measure, because by 
diverting the surface water from the landslide, both ponding 
and infiltration into the slide mass would be reduced, with 
the subsequent decrease of seepage forces and pore water 
pressure which would help to stabilize the landslide.
Horizontal drains would probably not be very effective 
in this location due to their own limitations and the 
overall geometry of the slide, except maybe in the eastern 
zone of the slide, where they could be used to stabilize the 
small rotational slides existing there.
One of the most important factors favoring slope
instability is the presence of groundwater, and therefore
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dewatering or drainage is normally an excellent method of 
slope stabilization. Therefore, it was decided to assess the 
probable effects of drainage on the stability of this 
landslide by modifying the previously discussed model to 
account for changes in water table geometry.
Interceptor or "French” drains are frequently used to 
drain groundwater in landslide zones. These drains are 
installed perpendicular to the groundwater flow direction, 
and create a continuous zone where groundwater flows towards 
the drain, resulting in a lowering of the water table. Such 
an installation was successfully used by the Colorado 
Department of Highways in stabilizing a landslide on 
Tennessee Pass in similar geologic materials (Holmquist, 
1982). Figure 13 shows the typical effect of a French drain 
on the configuration of the groundwater table.
At this site, a typical French drain is less likely to 
be effective since the depth of drainage is likely to exceed 
the 20-30 feet maximum depth of such drains. However, 
because the installed observations wells apparently acted as 
vertical drainages for the slide mass, taking the water from 
the slide into the underlying gravels, an alternative 
drainage method was suggested.
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Figure 13: Effect of Drain Installation in Groundwater.
(After Holmquist, 1982)
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In discussions with Colorado Department of Highways 
personnel it was decided that the required drainage effect 
might be achieved by constructing shallow drains in the 
normal fashion to a depth of about 8 to 10 feet. These 
would then be extended until they intercepted the underlying 
gravel layer by augering wide diameter holes on an 
appropiate spacing and back-filling with gravel. This would 
allow drainage of the slide material into the underlying 
gravels, just as the observation wells apparently did during 
the field observation period. Such a system would act much 
like a 100-200 foot deep french drain.
In order to model the effect of such an interceptor 
drain on the stability of the landslide, a reasonable 
estimate of the upgradient and downgradient influence of the 
drain is required. For this purpose Glover’s solution for 
the groundwater flow towards an open trench, as described in 
McWorter and Sunada (1974), was used.
Glover determined that a value of the drawdown at a 
certain distance upgradient from a drain for a specified 
time is :
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s = s’(1 -erf( x//4#ct ) >
s : Drawdown at distance x 
s* : Drawdown at the trench
x : Distance upgradient from the trench
t : Time
<x : T/S < Transmissivity/Storage Coefficient-constant ) 
erf : Error function (McWhorter and Sunada, 1974)
This solution assumes unsteady flow in a homogeneous, 
isotropic aquifer of infinite extent. Drawdown values are 
also assumed to be everywhere smaller than the saturated 
thickness. Although these assumptions only approximate the 
existing field conditions, this solution provides a 
reasonably good estimate of the zone of influence of a 
drain.
For modeling puposes, the interceptor drains are 
assumed to act as a line sink. Although in the actual 
remedial measures ' the drain line would mostly consist of 
vertical wells, if these are closely enough spaced, they 
would approximate this assumed line sink, and therefore 
Glover’s solution represents an adequate approximation for 
the effect of the interceptor drains.
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Three different positions for these proposed 
interceptor drains were considered during the analysis <see 
Plate 9):
Drain 1 : Located along the Interstate 70 north
shoulder ;
Drain 2: Midway between drains 1 and 3> and
Drain 3: Immediately below the begining of the forest 
in the slope, as high upslope as is conveniently accessible.
A computer program to solve Glover’s equation (written 
by Hydro Search Inc., 1986), was used on a personal computer 
to analyze the effect of the installation of each of these 
three proposed drains on the Vail Landslide. The required 
data included values of the hydraulic conductivity, average 
saturated thickness, drainable formation porosity and 
drawdown at the drain.
Since no data on the hydraulic conductivity of the 
slide materials were available, a range from 0.01 feet per 
day to 1 feet per day was used. The value of drainable
formation porosity was also unknown and a sensitivity
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analysis was carried out for a range of porosity values from
0.02 to 0.3. Drawdown data was generated for a drainage 
time of one year in each case.
These analyses are summarized in Figures 14 and 15, 
which show the ratio of the computed drawdown at a fixed 
distance from the drain to the maximum drawdown at the drain 
as a function of the hydraulic conductivity and porosity. 
Figure 14 shows this ratio for a distance of 200 feet from 
the drain, while Figure 15 shows it for a distance of 800 
feet from the drain. The drawdown at any given distance from 
the drain line increases with increasing hydraulic 
conductivity and decreasing drainable formation porosity.
The materials observed in the slide suggest that the 
most appropriate values of hydraulic conductivity and 
drainable formation porosity are probably of the order of 
0.5 feet per day and 0.1 respectively, according to the 
references consulted (Hunt, 1985).
For example, from Figure 15, values of 0.5 feet per day 
for hydraulic conductivity and 0.1 for porosity produce 
drawdowns , after one year, of approximately 5, 10 and 20 
feet at 800 feet of distance from the drain, when drawdowns
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Figure 15s Values of s/s* for locations 800 feet 
from the Drain 
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at the drain are 15, 30 and 60 feet respectively. These 
drawdowns appear potentially achievable, based on field 
observations, and thus they were selected to modify the 
model geometries supplied to the STABL3 computer program. 
The water table geometries produced by each of the three 
drain locations were computed by substracting the drawdown 
values from the original assumed water table.
Downslope from the drain locations, the shape of the 
drawdown cone was approximated by a straight line extending 
from the drain line to the point of intersection of the 
water table with the topographic surface. This method was 
considered to be adequate, given the uncertanties in field 
conditions. New stability analyses were carried out with 
these new model geometries. These show a general 
improvement in the landslide stability by drainage (see 
Table 4).
More extreme cases of drawdown were investigated in 
case the proposed drains developed a larger than expected 
drainage effect. An important fact discovered in these 
investigations was that Drain 1 could cause, under some 
hydraulic conditions (when drawdown at the drain was all the
way to the underlying gravels), an actual decrease of the
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factor of safety of the slide during the early stages of 
drainage. This is probably due to the fact that Drain 1, 
being very close to the toe of the slide could cause an 
excessive drainage of the lower part of the slide, reducing 
its weight, while at the same time not affecting the rest of 
the slide to any appreciable degree. This reduction of the 
factor of safety of the slide could cause a major 
catastrophic failure. On the other hand, Drains 2 and 3 
produced an increase in the factor of safety of the slide 
under all hydrological conditions investigated.
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Table 4 
Results of Stability Analyses,
Most critical surface under current conditions:
Surface type : B
Factor of safety : 0.983
Factor of safety after one year of drainage:
Drawdown at Drain 1 Drain 2 Drain 3
drain line
15 feet 0.990 1.015 1 .058
30 feet 1.016 1 .046 1 .094
60 feet 1 .067 1.106 1.160
Second most critical surface under current conditions :
Surface type :_ A
Factor of Safety: 0.987
Factor of safety after one year of drainage:
Drawdown at Drain 1 Drain 2 Drain 3
drain line
15 feet 0.997 1.034 1 .099
30 feet 1.036 1 . 080 1.151
60 feet 1.110 1.165 1 .234
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5.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
5.1 Conclusions
The current slide movement seems to be mostly 
restricted to the lower part of an older, larger, 
prehistoric landslide, and appears to be a response to the 
undercutting of its toe by the construction of 
Interstate 70.
Drilling found that the old slide mass appears to have 
overridden a gravel layer. This layer is believed to be 
glacial outwash associated with the younger Pinedale 
glaciation. The Whiskey Creek slide, located a few miles to 
the west, is reported to have overridden similar gravels.
Presence of seepage and ponding areas in the slide at 
elevations higher than those found by monitoring of the 
observation wells suggests that the slide may contain 
perched water tables and/or locally saturated zones at much 
higher elevations than shown by the installed observation 
wells.
Movement data collected in the slide area suggest that 
it can be divided in two zones. The eastern zone seems to 
be failing as a series of relatively shallow slumps,
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probably due to the removal of toe material during 
construction of Interstate-70. The western zone appears to 
be a more deep seated rotational failure. It is the 
movement of this western zone which is causing the 
distortion of the Interstate-70 pavement structures.
The movement of the slide in recent years has destroyed 
or disrupted the original drainage facilities along this 
section of Interstate-70. Ponding of surface water and 
saturation of the pavement subgrade results. This 
saturation aggravates the pavement distress in the area.
Modeling of the western slide zone indicates that the 
movements experienced are caused by failure along one or two 
narrowly defined failure zones, referred to as failure zones 
A and B. Failure zone A corresponds very well with the data 
obtained in the field. Failure zone B includes more varied 
surfaces, but generally these are bigger and potentially 
more dangerous than those of type A. Also, the possible 
correspondence of one of these surfaces with the position of 
the higher ponding area already mentioned, further supports 
the computer analysis. The computer stability analysis 
indicates that the B type surfaces exit in the area of the 
frontage road at a very shallow angle, and this is supported 
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by the bowing observed in the east-bound lanes of 
Interstate-70. This suggests that the assumptions made for 
the modeling were correct.
Modeling of the effects in the slide stability of 
changes in the water table geometry caused by the 
installation in the slide of vertical ”interceptor” drains 
gave the following results.
After one year of drainage, drains located 150 and 250 
feet upslope from Interstate-70 produced increased factors 
of safety for the slide ranging from 1.015 to 1.160, when 
drawdowns at the drain lines ranged from 15 to 60 feet. 
These values of the factor of safety represent inprovements 
in the landslide stability ranging from approximately 3 to 
18 percent. Therefore, the installation of any of these 
drains, if the actual conditions at the slide are not too 
different from those used in the model, would effectively 
put the factor of safety of both failure surfaces A and B 
above unity, that is, the slide would be stabilized or at 
least made less critical.
The drain located along the north shoulder of 
Interstate-70 is not recommended because it was seen that if
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installed, it could cause, under some conditions, a 
temporary decrease in the factor of safety.
5.2 Recommendations
In order of priority, the recommendations made after 
this study can be organized in three groups.
Group A :
1) Surface drainage along Interstate-70 should be 
improved immediately to reduce damage to the pavement 
subgrade due to saturation each spring.
2 ) Continued monitoring of this slide is desirable to 
further refine the uncertainties which remain. Movement 
monitoring with a new EDM base station to complement the old 
one and therefore gain accuracy by allowing closure 
triangulation and redundant EDM observations of each 
reflector, and with new stations to better cover the slide 
area, is desirable to measure the rate of movement of the 
slide.
3 ) Installation of new shallow piezometers to monitor 
the water table levels to determine the actual position of 
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perched water tables and saturation zones in the landslide 
is needed before remedial measures can be undertaken.
4 ) Testing of the hydraulic conductivity of the slide 
materials and of their strength parameters is recommended in 
order to refine the stability model.
Group B:
Analysis of the cost-effectiveness of horizontal drains 
in the eastern zone of the landslide should be carried out 
if the monitoring of new observation wells installed in that 
zone as recommended above, define a water table affecting 
the slumps present there.
Group C:
If the values obtained by the tests recommended in 
Group A do not disagree with the assumptions made in the 
original model, installation of the mentioned french drain 
systems in positions 2 or 3 is recommended.
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APPENDIX B
Control Lines Movement Data
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Field Survey Observations - Line A
Control Points 
11 12 13
Date Angle Offset Angle Offset Angle Offset
5/17 -1*27" -3*58' -6*37* —
5/29 -2*30' 0.38* -3*57* 0.19* -6*37* 0.13*
6/4 -1*10' 0.40* -3*54* 0.18* -6*34' 0.13*
6/11 -1*32' 0.50' -4*00' 0.21* -6*4!' 0.08'






























































Field Survey Ovservations - Line B
Control Points 
11 12 13
Date Angle Offset Angle Offset Angle Offset
5/17 0'25' - -0'20' -2'30' --
5/29 0'23' 0.42' -0'21' 0.35' -2'31' 0.22'
6/4 0'23' 0.50' -0'22' 0.46' -2'34' 0.17'
6/11 0'21' 0.63' -0*23' 0.54' -2'34' 0.27'
7/31 0'10' 1.00' — 0.92* -2'34' 0.35'
C S3C
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VAIL LANDSLIDE
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Field Survey Observations - Line C
Control Points 
11 12 13 14
7/31 1’00' 0.39' 1'34' 0.08' -
Date Angle Offset Angle Offset Angle Offset Angle Offset
5/21 1'00' — 1'40' 1'48' — 2'05* —
5/29 0'59' 0.09' 1'40' 0.08* 1'48' 0.21* 2'05* 0.44*
6/4 0.19' 0.13' •• 0.58* •• ••

























LATERAL OFFSET IN LINE C
C#2
ER - 3172
Fitld Survey Observations - Line D
Control Points
il 12 03 04
Date Angle Offset Angle Offset Angle Offset Offset
5/21 7'40' -- 5'34* —— 3'45* --
5/29 7'41' 0.17* 5'35* 0.00* 3'45* 0.00* 0.00*
6/4 7'40' 0.33* 5'35* 0.15* 3'47* 0.14* 0.00*
6/11 7'40' 0.48* 5'34* 0.26* 3'45* 0.17* 0.00'
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VAIL LANDSLIDE
LATERAL OFFSET IN LINE D
■ D#1 4 D#2 » D#3
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Point Date
Table 6 
Lateral Offset - Line L
5/22 5/29 6/4 9/2
#2 0.02’ 0.02’ 0.04’ 0.02’
#3 0.03’ 0.06’ 0.08’ 0.15’
#4 0.07’ 0.14’ 0.16’ 0.24’
!#5 0.10’ 0.19* 0.21 ’ 0.30 ’
#6 0.07’ 0.18’ 0.20’ 0.28’
#7 0.08’ 0.21 ’ 0.22’ 0.30 ’
#8 0.09’ 0.23’ 0.24’ 0.33’
#9 0.04’ 0.04’ 0.03’
#1 0 0.06’ 0.07’ —— ——
#11 0.03’ 0.03’ 0.03’
#12 0.03’ 0.03’ 0.03’ 0.04’












































LATERAL OFFSET IN CONTROL LINE "L"
1
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Input and Output Example Files
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Description of STABL3
One of the latest and more useful programs written for 
analysis of slope stability is the one called STABL, 
developed over the last ten years at the School of Civil 
Engineering, Purdue University, Indiana (Boutrup, 1977 ; 
Carpenter, 1985; Lovell, Sharma and Carpenter, 1985; Siegel, 
1975 a and 1975 b). The latest version available, STABL3, 
was used in this study.
STABL3 is the only known program to contain searching 
routines for shapes other than circles. It is written in 
Fortran IV and calculates the factor of safety against slope 
failure by a two dimensional limiting equilibrium method, 
either by the Simplified Bishop Method of Slices, applicable 
to circular shaped failure surfaces, or by the Modified 
Janbu Method of Slices, applicable to failure surfaces of a 
general shape.
STABL3 features unique randomization techniques for the 
generation of potential failure surfaces. Up to a hundred 
trial failure surfaces can be generated in a given run, and 
the factor of safety of the ten most critical ones is 




■ " NES 
bu401
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the factor of safety for a specified failure surface of any 
shape.
The program is capable of handling heterogeneous soil 
systems, anisotropic soil strength parameters, excess pore 
water, pseudo-static earthquake loading, surcharge and 
tieback loading (this is also a unique feature of this 
program ).
A complete sample of a trial run of STABL3 follow. It 
includes both the input and output files.
































































































60. 245. 400. 
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STABL3 Output file
Topographic surface
—SLOPE STABILITY ANALYSIS— 
SIMPLIFIED JANBU METHOD OF SLICES 
IRREGULAR FAILURE SURFACES

















1 60.00 275.00 110.00 275.00 1
2 110.00 275.00 140.00 290.00 1
3 140.00 290.00 195.00 290.00 1
4 195.00 290.00 210.00 300.00 1
5 210.00 300.00 275.00 300.00 1
6 275.00 300.00 295.00 310.00 1
7 295.00 310.00 360.00 310.00 1
8 360.00 310.00 400.00 340.00 1
9 400.00 340.00 500.00 350.00 1
10 500.00 350.00 700.00 490.00 1
11 700.00 490.00 900.00 550.00 1
12 900.00 550.00 1000.00 590.00 1
13 1000.00 590.00 1100.00 615.00 1
14 1100.00 615.00 1300.00 690.00 1
15 1300.00 690.00 1400.00 710.00 1
16 1400.00 710.00 1600.00 790.00 1
17 1600.00 790.00 1900.00 870.00 1
18 1900.00 870.00 2000.00 885.00 1
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Piezometric Surface
1 PIEZOMETRIC SURFACE(S) HAVE BEEN SPECIFIED
UNIT WEIGHT OF WATER = 62.40
























SEARCHING ROUTINE WILL BE LIMITED TO AN AREA DEFINED BY 14 BOUNDARIES 
OF WHICH THE FIRST 14 BOUNDARIES WILL DEFLECT SURFACES UPWARD
BOUNDARY X-LEFT Y-LEFT X-RIGHT Y-RIGHT
(FT) (FT) (FT) (FT)NO.
1 60.00 245.00 400.00 245.00
2 400.00 245.00 500.00 250.00
3 500.00 250.00 700.00 270.00
4 700.00 270.00 900.00 295.00
5 900.00 295.00 1000.00 320.00
6 1000.00 320.00 1300.00 410.00
7 1300.00 410.00 1500.00 520.00
8 1500.00 520.00 1600.00 560.00
9 1600.00 560.00 1870.00 640.00
10 1870.00 640.00 2100.00 740.00
11 360.00 310.00 445.00 285.00
12 445.00 285.00 600.00 305.00
13 600.00 305.00 750.00 395.00
14 750.00 395.00 800.00 520.00
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Search Parameters
A CRITICAL FAILURE SURFACE SEARCHING METHOD, USING A RANDOM 
TECHNIQUE FOR GENERATING CIRCULAR SURFACES, HAS BEEN SPECIFIED.
100 TRIAL SURFACES HAVE BEEN GENERATED.
25 SURFACES INITIATE FROM EACH OF 4 POINTS 
ALONG THE GROUND SURFACE BETWEEN X = 150.00 




EACH SURFACE TERMINATES BETWEEN X = 800.00 FT.
AND X =1600.00 FT.
UNLESS FURTHER LIMITATIONS WERE IMPOSED, THE MINIMUM ELEVATION 
AT WHICH A SURFACE EXTENDS IS Y = 0.00 FT.
100.00 FT. LINE SEGMENTS DEFINE EACH TRIAL FAILURE SURFACE.
**** ERROR - RC11 ****
ER - 3172
List of Most Critical Failure Surfaces Generated
(Ordered Most Critical First )
FOLLOWING ARE DISPLAYED THE TEN MOST CRITICAL OF THE TRIAL 
FAILURE SURFACES EXAMINED. THEY ARE ORDERED - MOST CRITICAL 
FIRST.
* * SAFETY FACTORS ARE CALCULATED BY THE MODIFIED JANBU METHOD * *











































of Most Critical Failure Surfaces Generated (cont.)
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List of Most Critical Failure Surfaces Generated (cont.)












































of Most Critical Failure Surfaces Generated
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List of Most Critical Failure Surfaces Generated (cont.)




































Plot of Ten Most Critical Failure Surfaces
Y AXIS FT
0. 500. 1000. 1500. 2000. 2500.





























GEOMORPHIC EVOLUTION DURING 
THE QUATERNARY
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MOVEMENT OF THE EDM REFLECTORS
- > FROM MAY 31st TO JULY 1st
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GEOMETRY USED IN STABL3 
FOR STABILITY ANALYSIS
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RESULTS OF THE STABILITY 
ANALYSIS USING STABL3
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